PIPE DREAMS:
HOW AMERICA GETS ENERGY

[SCRIPT]
In the winter of 2022, the world watched in horror as Russian
forces invaded Ukraine.
The question on everyone’s mind: “How did they think they could
get away with this?”
One very good answer to that question: Because over 40% of the
natural gas Europe relies on to keep itself warm during the
winter … comes from Russia.i And standing up to the people who
are keeping you from freezing … is a tall order.
Now, if you’re an American, this scenario might seem unthinkable.
After all, the U.S. produces more natural gas than any other
nation in the world.ii
2021: 37T cubic feet

America’s natural gas dominance is a relatively recent
phenomenon. The U.S. only surpassed Russia as the world’s
leading producer of natural gas in 2011. The cause: a
revolution in American energy production brought about
by fracking. To say most people didn’t see it coming
is an understatement. A piece of congressional
legislation from 1977 confidently declared that
America would be running out of natural gas by
the early 21st century.
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We’d never have to rely on a hostile nation to keep ourselves
warm.
Or at least that’s what you’d think…
…unless you were there the day that Russian gas pulled into
Boston harbor.iii
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[OPENING SEQUENCE]
Here’s a simple test to determine whether you live in a
prosperous society: Do you ever worry about where you’re going to
get the necessities of life?
Do you ever pull up to the gas station and worry that the pumps
might be empty? Do you ever go to switch on the lights and worry
that nothing will happen?
Most of the time, the answer is ‘no’ … which is why it’s so
terrifying when the answer is ‘yes.’
Blackouts in Texas in early 2021. Over 10,000 gas stations
running dry after a cyberattack only a few months later.iv

This hacking wasn’t the first time
that the Colonial Pipeline — which
supplies nearly half of the East
Coast’s fuel — made the news.
In the autumn of 2016, Colonial
faced two crises in short order. In
September, part of the pipeline had
to be shut down due to a fuel leak
along a segment in Alabama. Then,
on Halloween, an accident along that
same segment led to an explosion
that snarled fuel supplies in the
Southeast for nearly two weeks.

What do those incidents have in common? They demonstrate what
happens when pipelines aren’t working.
If America’s energy supplies are the lifeblood of our economy,
then we can think of pipelines as something like the nation’s
circulatory system.
In the U.S., pipelines are used to bring us about 90% of our
petroleum and virtually all of our natural gas — which is pretty
significant, given that those two power sources alone make up
about 70% of the country’s entire energy use.v
That’s why America has over 2.6 million miles worth of
pipelines.vi Because without them … the whole country gets very
Amish very fast.
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But, as you may have noticed … not everyone is thrilled about
this. In recent years, legal challenges have led to the
cancellation of several major pipelines and delays for many
others. From 2009 to 2018, the time it takes to get pipelines
approved increased by more than 50%.vii

Interestingly, the increased delays for pipeline
approval reflected changes in public opinion more
than any changes in the underlying facts. Indeed,
a 2018 audit from the Inspector General at the
Department of Energy reported finding no signs that
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission — the body
responsible for approving pipelines — had been lax in
its previous oversight.

So, what’s happening here? The objections to pipelines rest
primarily on two critiques. The first is that they’ll contribute
to carbon emissions. The second is that pipeline accidents could
lead to oil spills. And both of those claims … really require
context to understand.
When it comes to carbon emissions, it’s important to know that
the pipelines themselves aren’t really the issue. They’re just a
mode of transportation.
The carbon emissions come from the petroleum and natural gas that
flow through the pipelines. But here’s the catch: Getting rid of
the pipelines … doesn’t mean getting rid of the emissions.

This push to curb the use of natural gas extends beyond
pipeline approval. In recent years, cities like New York
and Seattle have passed laws prohibiting new natural gas
hookups in buildings. Some states, however, have moved in
the opposite direction, enacting legislation that prevents
cites from imposing such restrictions. Prohibiting the use
of natural gas is controversial, not least because it may
require some users to rely on electricity from sources like
coal, which actually generate higher carbon emissions.
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Cancelling the Keystone XL pipeline, for instance, may have felt
like a win for the environment — but it’s not like that oil
is gonna stay in the ground as a result. In fact, much of it
is likely to be shipped to China — which isn’t exactly a lowemissions trip.viii
And we can
government
the use of
our energy

probably expect to see more of that. Current
projections are that, even with a steep increase in
renewable fuels, we’ll still be getting about 2/3 of
from natural gas and petroleum … 30 years from now.ix

Refusing to build pipelines won’t change that reality … but it
will make the system we actually have much harder to operate.
Which gets to those concerns about safety. Do accidents occur
with pipelines? Yes. It happens.x However, accidents occur with
all forms of energy transportation. So, the real question is
what’s safest among the available options.
And on that front … pipelines do pretty well. Because if you’re
not going to move fuel through the ground, you only have three
other options: put it on trains, put it on trucks, or put it on
boats.
Now, none of those methods is especially dangerous, but pipelines
spill a lower percentage of the oil they transport than any
method except boats.xi And boats have … limited utility on this
front. Because they still need fuel in Nebraska … and America’s
26 other land-locked states.xii

Nebraska is America’s only “triple-landlocked” state,
meaning that Cornhuskers have to travel through
three other states in any given direction before
reaching a major body of water. Despite this
geographic distinction, the state has … a navy. In
1930, Nebraska’s Lieutenant Governor, T.W. Metcalfe,
temporarily assumed the powers of the governor’s office while
the incumbent was away on vacation. Metcalfe used the power
to create the “navy” — primarily for the purposes of bestowing
the title of “admiral” on his friends. The Great Navy of the
State of Nebraska endures to this day, and admiralships are
now a special honor conferred on distinguished Nebraskans.

So, what does a world without pipelines look like? We already
sorta know the answer.
The reason that Boston was getting gas from Russia, for instance,
was because the state of Massachusetts refused to allow a
pipeline to bring it from Pennsylvania.xiii That’s the same reason,
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by the way, that, in January of 2022, the citizens of Boston …
were paying 400% more for natural gas than those Pennsylvaniansxiv
only 200 miles away — in the middle of a New England winter.
Here’s the reality: None of us are willing to live in a world
where the lights don’t reliably come on or gas doesn’t reliably
come out of the pump. We can aspire to a future powered by
cleaner energy sources, but until that day comes … we’re going
to be relying on fuel sources like petroleum and natural gas.
Which means we either rely on pipelines…
…or rely on places like Moscow…
…or get very comfortable with horses.

We’ve got a long way to go on this front. A 2017 study
from the American Horse Council reported that 30.5%
of Americans are “horse enthusiasts.” However, only 1.3%
of Americans actually own a horse. At the time of
the study, there were 7.2 million horses in the United
States — and over 10% of them were in Texas. The
numbers may not be airtight, however — because the
survey didn’t extend to Amish households.

[END SCRIPT]
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